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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Launched in 2012, the CAPS programme supported 44 projects in total. The aim of this document is to
showcase those projects that, thanks to successful processes and outstanding results, can better
describe the unique characteristic of the CAPS programme, its added value and its impacts.
The following elements characterize the CAPS programme:
•

The capability to address sustainability issues;

•

The capability to engage citizens in learning more about those issues and act in solving them
following a participatory, grassroots approach;

•

The conceptualisation of technology as an interdisciplinary field that goes beyond the
dichotomy “people vs technology” and fosters socio-technical solutions.

These characteristics are reflected, in different degrees, in all the projects financed by the programme.
However, what makes the projects described in this document examples of good practices is their
capability to:
•

engage large number of citizen or communities;

•

go beyond the boundaries of the project by successfully replicating or scaling-up their
interventions;

•

show good potential in terms of sustainability after the end of the funding period.

With the above in mind, the best practices selected cover a variety of sectors and have developed a
variety of different solutions. The hackAIR project, for example, has developed an open technology
platform, mobile applications and sensors enabling all users to access, collect and improve air quality
information in Europe. STARS4ALL, on the other hand, has developed a platform, sensors and
awareness campaigns to address light pollution in order to reduce and limit the negative consequences
on health and on the environment. Furthermore, to address pressing environmental problems related to
air, water, soil and sound pollution MakingSense has developed a toolkit and sensors to make sense
of the different environments through citizen-science activities.
WikiRate and the project that followed, ChainReact, fostered critical consumerism and corporate
social responsibility by deploying an open data platform to help citizens and institutions find out more
about corporate impacts and offer information on companies’ social and environmental practices. In a
different field, SavingFood, developed a platform to support the redistribution of food surplus and
leftover crops to vulnerable groups and to those organisations that help in the reduction of food waste.
Regarding dedicated solutions for health and care, opencare has used open source technologies to
facilitate discussions to design care services for communities and address specific problems, such as
accessibility issues. In relation to accessibility, CAP4access exploited the power of online
participatory mapping to improve awareness on barriers for individuals with limited mobility through
a crowdsourcing mapping action to score the accessibility of urban spaces.
Several projects have produced outputs with concrete implications for citizens. For example, MAZI
has deployed community networks to support local interactions based on a customized toolkit to
reinforce local communities by creating a complement for the Internet that is fairer and more
sustainable. Open4Citizens has worked to promote the concrete use of open data for the development
of services for both public administrations and civil society. Crowd4Roads has developed solutions
for the monitoring of road quality, as well as for the planning and executing of road maintenance, to
reduce the complexity and the costs for public administrations.
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Some projects have been aimed at fostering democratic participation of citizens and their engagement
in public discourses. An example is Empatia, which has designed and tested a flexible digital
platform to support Participatory Budgeting processes to engage citizens in the decision-making
related to public spending and allowing them to interact with public administrations. Related to
decision-making, also CATALYST developed a toolkit of Collective Intelligence technologies to
facilitate online discussions and civic society engagement on relevant topics such as education and
urban engagement. Finally, D-CENT has paved the way by developing open-source, open-standard,
decentralised, privacy aware secure tools for democratic participation exploring how communities
might manage trust, reputation and common goods, if empowered by the necessary tools.
Each of these projects was able to engage a large user base that included, in some cases, hundreds of
thousands of citizens at a European level and attracted the attention of several innovators and Public
Administration that are now replicating or further supporting these socio-technical solutions.
These good practices show how a genuine and innovative approach to stakeholder engagement, the
use of co-design and co-development processes in the development of technological outputs and an
effort towards interdisciplinary research and practice can make the difference in the deployment and
application of technologies able to positively impact the European society.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The CAPS programme was lunched, with a first call for proposal, in 2012. Since then, 44 projects
have been funded (including 7 Coordination and Support Actions – CSAs). 19 are now closed, 14 are
in their final stage and 11 are in the middle of their project implementation. The aim of this document
is to showcase those projects that, thanks to successful processes and outstanding results, can better
describe the unique characteristic of the CAPS programme, its added value and its impacts. In order to
do so, 13 projects were selected as examples of good practice, however, before introducing them, it is
worth understanding the main characteristics of the CAPS programme and in what sense these projects
can be considered good practices.
CAPS projects have been called to develop the following:
"The Collective Awareness Platforms for Sustainability and Social Innovation (CAPS) are ICT
systems leveraging the emerging "network effect" by combining open online social media, distributed
knowledge creation and data from real environments ("Internet of Things") in order to create
awareness of problems and possible solutions requesting collective efforts, enabling new forms of
social innovation.
The Collective Awareness Platforms are expected to support environmentally aware, grassroots
processes and practices to share knowledge, to achieve changes in lifestyle, production and
consumption patterns, and to set up more participatory democratic processes. Although there is
consensus about the global span of the sustainability problems that are affecting our current society,
including the economic models and the environment, there is little awareness of the role that each and
every one of us can play to ease such problems, in a grassroots manner." (http://ec.europa.eu/digitalagenda/en/collective-awareness-platforms-sustainability-and-social-innovation
consulted
on
December 2014).
This definition has been updated as follows: “The CAPS initiative aims at designing and piloting
online platforms to create awareness on sustainability problems and putting in place collective
solutions. It fosters collaborative solutions based on networks (of people, of ideas, of sensors),
enabling new forms of digital social innovation.” (http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/collectiveawareness-platforms-sustainability-and-social-innovation consulted on August 2018).
The key elements of this programme can be summarised as follows:
•

The capability to address sustainability issues.

•

The capability to engage citizens in learning more about these issues and act to solve them
following a participatory, grassroots approach.

•

The conceptualisation of technology as an interdisciplinary field that goes beyond the
dichotomy “people vs technology” and foster socio-technical solutions.

With reference to the first element – the capability to address sustainability issues – the picture below
shows how many CAPS projects address the various UN Sustainable Development goals; and as can
be seen in the figure the 44 projects financed so far contribute to one goal or more.
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Figure 1 CAPS projects and UN sustainable development goals1

In detail, the projects described in the following chapter address goal number 2 by developing
solutions for reducing food waste, and redistribute the “saved food” to charities taking care of people
in need; some projects address goal number 3 by promoting innovation in the care sector, by
developing equipment for elders and people with physical impediment and by developing sensors
helping citizens to fight against different types of pollutions in their cities; in doing so they also
contribute to goals number 13 and 15. They work towards goal number 8 by opening up information
on labour conditions in international value chains and by promoting corporate social responsibilities in
industries. Reducing inequalities is the target of goal number 10 and this is addressed by those projects
making cities more accessible for people with reduced mobility, by promoting more sustainable
welfare systems and by working towards more sustainable cities and communities (goal number 11) in
several ways including developing solutions for making them more resilient, better informed and by
fostering open democratic participation and digital rights, which also touch goal number 16.
Considering now the second element – the capability to engage citizens following a bottom up,
participatory approach – ChiC deliverable D3.32 already shows how the vast majority of CAPS
projects used a co-design/co-development approach for the creation of their socio-technical outputs
and were able to propose innovative ways to provide solutions able to answer the real needs of the
people. In this regard, Davies, and Others (2012), from the Tepsie project, have mapped and analysed
how Social Innovation (SI) initiatives approach citizens participation and refer to the International
Association for Public Participation (2017) for a description of participatory practices based on their
scope. The spectrum in the figure below refers to the citizens engagement processes promoted by
public administration but can be also applied to SI processes such as the ones carried out by CAPS
projects.
All projects here described position themselves on the higher levels of participation, so that citizens
are not only informed and consulted but, in most cases, are actively involved in the design of the
activities and outputs and the solutions provided empower them to act at a local level and promote
better conditions for their communities.

1

For a description of the UN Sustainable Development Goals visit: https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainabledevelopment-goals/
2

Passani, A., De Rosa, S., Bertuzzi, N., (2018), CAPS Good Practices Report – First draft, a deliverable of the ChiC project
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Figure 2 Public Participation Spectrum

On the third point - the conceptualisation of technology as an interdisciplinary field that goes beyond
the dichotomy “people vs technology” and foster socio-technical solutions – as described in D3.3 all
the projects show a special attention to these aspects. The CAPS Call required that at least 2 entities
representing non-technological disciplines were part of the consortium and all projects went beyond
this requirement contributing to the development of technologies for social good and to solutions
designed by and for people. Interesting outputs on this aspect can be found here:
https://capssi.eu/scientific-resources/

1.1

Dimensions considered for the identification of the CAPS best practices

The peculiarities described in the previous paragraph reflect the CAPS community and, to a different
degree, all the projects financed by the programme. However, the projects that are described as good
practices in the next chapter add to this by:
•

engaging large number of citizen or communities,

•

going beyond the boundaries of the project by successfully replicating or scaling-up their
interventions,

•

showing good potential in terms of sustainability after the end of the funding period.

These projects, in fact, were successful in both growing the number of their initial users and/or in
replicating their interventions in multiple locations/communities, often going beyond the expectations
of the project. This, i.e. the creation and/or enlargement of the user base, can be considered a positive
sign in terms of sustainability after the end of the funding period.
Besides the above-mentioned criteria, it is important to add that the analysis was focused on those
projects that have recently ended or are close to their end; this choice was guided by the timing of the
data gathering requirements and by the deliverable deadline. Gathering information on projects which
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ended some years ago (as the one presented in paragraph 2.11) is difficult because organisations
originally engaged in initiatives are not necessarily reachable anymore or do not have the resources for
updating the available data; while considering projects that started more recently (such as in 2018)
would be premature as their main outputs are still under development.
In the figure below the 13 projects selected as good practices are described on two axis’:
•

one axis refers to the strategy for building a large user base;

•

the other looks at the strategy for growing such a user base and move towards sustainability.

Two main approaches have been identified in the creation of a large user base:
•

engaging already existing communities, fostering their collaboration, or

•

following a crowdsource approach in which users are individuals, they do not know each
other, before entering the socio-technical solution provided, but contribute to its development
and use it actively.

With reference to the strategy followed for growing the number of users and the stakeholders
interested in the developed solution:
•

some projects scaled up, i.e. made their outputs available to more people and organisations,
enriched their offers and will probably be in the position of growing their organisations in the
near future;

•

Other projects chose the replication path; the interventions carried out by the project have
been replicated in other locations/communities, often by actors external to the original
consortium, with a support by the project team that can vary in terms of intensity and
investments needed.

SCALING-UP
COMMUNITY BASED

CROWDSOURCE

REPLICATION

Approach to initiative’s growth

Considering these two dimensions we can map the good practice described in the next chapter as in
the figure below.

Approach to the creation of a user base

Figure 3 CAPS good practices mapped in terms of approach to the creation of a user base and to initiative
growth
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1.2

Structure of the document

The next chapter will describe the information gathering process first and then the good practices
identified, while chapter 3 will summarize the lessons learned from the CAPS projects that can be
useful for social innovators and ICT developers interested in making their solutions impactful on
European society.
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2

CAPS GOOD PRACTICES

The current chapter reports the CAPS good practices selected by the ChiC team following the
approach described in the previous chapter. Each paragraph describes the main outputs of the projects,
provides testimonials when available and delineates sustainability paths when particularly relevant.
The information here provided has been gathered through the analysis of publicly available documents
such as project websites, public deliverables/reports/publications and through questionnaires. The
questionnaires, one for each project, have been designed using open ended questions and have been
sent to project coordinators in the form of a collaborative document. This allowed project coordinators
to share it with their partners, asking for further contributions and gave the possibility to the ChiC
team to add comments, ask further questions and gather additional information when needed. Each of
the CAPS project teams got access to a draft of the text related to their project to be checked before
the final submission, so that the content here provided can be considered representative of the projects
themselves and approved.

2.1
sensors

Creating and sharing air pollution data using mobile phones and low-cost
Air pollution is one of the major environmental problems that
European citizens face on a daily basis, especially when living in cities;
however, it is not always easy to access information on the topic and
on what can be done to improve it. To help, the hackAIR project has
developed an open technology platform, and related mobile
applications, that enable all users to access, collect and improve air
quality information in Europe.

The hackAIR platform3 is a central tool enabling citizens and
organisations in generating and publishing information on outdoor air
pollution. The platform also allows to calculate the overall air quality of a city. To do this, the
platform uses data coming from different sources such as weather reports and data generated from
citizens.
Giving citizens the opportunity to actively contribute in providing information on air pollution,
therefore making citizens air quality data providers, is in fact a crucial element of the project.
Users can provide data to the platform by building their own low-cost sensor kit following the
tutorial provided by the project. HackAIR provides a series of bespoke instructions for assembling
different kinds of sensors, these include:
1.

hackAIR cardboard4 provides measurements of air pollution using cardboard and grease.
No electronics are needed, and it is very simple to build using materials already available
in everyone houses.

3

https://platform.hackair.eu

4

https://www.hackair.eu/hackair-cardboard/
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2.

3.
4.

hackAIR home v15 is a low cost sensor kit that connects home or office to internet
uploading a measurement every ten minutes. The node is based on Arduino and just needs
to be plugged it into an electricity socket.
hackAIR home v26 in another sensor kit that connects to home or office WiFi and is based
on the Wemos microcontroller.
hackAIR mobile7 This sensor is powered with a mobile power bank and uploads its
measurements through Bluetooth on your phone.

The HackAir team estimates that more than 500 units of sensors have been built following project
guideline: the related video tutorials have been watched more than 700 times.

Figure 4 Building a hackAIR sensor. Picture available at https://www.hackair.eu/hackair-behind-the-scenes/

As well as by building their sensor kit, users can contribute to the project by posting pictures of
the sky of their cities using the hackAIR App8. This mobile tool allows users to use everyday
pictures of the sky to assess air quality by analysing the red-green ratio of the sky. The easy access
to the technologies developed has led to a massive contribution from users and citizens: in the
period between February 2018 and August 2018, the hackAIR APP has been downloaded by 882
unique users, while the project platform counts 1500 registered users including: activists,
educators, researchers, and university students.
HackAIR collects open air quality data from official ground-based monitoring stations, publicly
available sky photos from Flickr and webcams, sky photos that users upload to the hackAIR
mobile app, and measurements from sensing devices that users build on their own. hackAIR has
5

https://www.hackair.eu/hackair-home/

6

https://www.hackair.eu/hackair-home-v2/

7

https://www.hackair.eu/hackair-mobile/

8

https://www.hackair.eu/downloads/
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collected more than 500,000 usable sky photos from Flickr and webcams so far and around 600 sky
photos from the mobile application, while the Do-It-Yourself sensing devices are sending data
approximately every minute.
Here some comments coming from citizens using the tools:

“Thank you for developing such a nice application. I built a mobile sensor with your detailed
description and get measurements on my phone. My goal is tracking my cycling route to work and
analyze pollution on my way through the city.”
“I think this one of best projects I have ever seen. Especially the controller software is great and
easy to install. Everything worked from the beginning. Wonderful!”

Figure 5 hackAIR sensor. Picture available at https://www.hackair.eu/hackair-behind-the-scenes/

HackAIR is based on what the team defines “an open mentality”, meaning that the code of the
mobile and web apps will be made freely available at the end of the project. In fact, at the end of
the funding, as well as the apps, even the air quality data generated will remain free for everyone
to access and use.
During the project lifetime, hackAIR has received a long list of positive feedbacks from experts
and citizens. The project has concretely supported people in air quality monitoring and has helped
change happen through users’ engagement.
The team is thinking about possible sources of revenue to support the project results, and with this
in mind is considering the customization of the hackAIR platform for specific users through
dedicated agreements providing some premium features that will not be available in the free
version (e.g. data fusion results, air quality results from sky photos). The hackAIR project team is
currently also exploring possible collaborations with independent initiatives of citizens interested
in knowing more about the quality of the air they breathe or associations working in this field to
customize services.
An additional strategy that could be implemented to sustain project outputs in the future is to
make revenues from air quality sensors or by providing consultancy services.
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Sensor developers (e.g. open hardware communities) and educators could be interested in the
sensors, while public authorities and data driven companies could be interested in the consultancy
services.
You can find out more about the project and get involved
in project activities through the hackAIR website,
available here9.

2.2
practices

Liberating data to foster transparency on companies’ social and environmental

The WikiRate project started in 2013 and aimed at helping individuals and institutions become
knowledgeable about corporate impacts through building an open data platform offering information
on companies’ social and environmental practices. At the end of the initial WikiRate project grant,
results and outcomes have been built upon and exploited in the ChainReact project, which aims to
make supplier networks transparent and understandable for all stakeholders.
At the core of both projects is the goal to foster collective awareness on corporate social responsibility
through an open, editable, wiki platform that connects a global community. To achieve this aim,
WikiRate and ChainReact set up a collaborative platform enabling a new approach to building
assessments and ratings of company performance around the world, which is made possible thanks to
the direct engagement of a huge plurality of stakeholders.
In this regard, Jonas Haertle, former Head of the Principles for Responsible Management Education an
international initiative working on education of corporate and social responsibility issues, started a
collaboration with Wikirate, and states:
“Accomplishing the Sustainable Development Goals will require support and action from a
wide range of stakeholders. The Principles for Responsible Management Education initiative
of the UN Global Compact is excited to partner with WikiRate to help achieve the SDGs by
focusing on the creativity and passion of the world's business students and management
education institutions. The WikiRate platform will allow business students to gain critical
insight into key data and activities in company performance reports submitted to the UN
Global Compact, which will then be highlighted during the annual meetings of the UN High
Level Political Forum for global review.”
– Jonas Haertle, Head, Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME)
- UN Global Compact, 2010 - 2018
Open source technologies are at the foundation of the initiative, and the website is based on an opensource software called Decko10; updates and improvements are freely available for users, as well as the
open data infrastructure, through an application programme interface (API) that allows access to the
website’s data. The WikiRate platform, accessible here11, allows all users to access the information
9

https://www.hackair.eu

10 https://decko.org/
11 https://wikirate.org
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pulled together from an array of public sources, including partners in the ChainReact consortium, The
Whistle and OpenCorporates.
The Whistle is a human rights reporting app that will be linked to the WikiRate platform through the
ChainReact project. The Whistle provides a tool to support civilians reporting human rights violations
in a secure, trustworthy and verifiable way to the appropriate NGOs. Information on violations linked
to a particular corporation are aggregated in such a way as to anonymize the reporters, and be included
on the WikiRate platform alongside other corporate sustainability performance data.
In addition to connecting ‘ground up’ violations data from The Whistle to the WikiRate platform, data
from OpenCorporates - the world largest open repository of corporate information - is also integrated.
Information from OpenCorporates such as companies’ headquarters and industry are set up to link to
WikiRate directly through an API. As part of the research and data onboarding for ChainReact,
WikiRate has developed the ability to capture supplier and network relationships of companies. This
means that data on human rights violations reported to The Whistle at factories in Bangladesh can be
connected to the major corporates and brands sourcing from those factories. If it is true that it is
extremely difficult to discover which the suppliers are producing for which companies, it is even
harder to find out something more on suppliers’ activities. Thanks to the integrations between
OpenCorporates, The Whistle and WikiRate, network mapping allows the creation of a “big picture”
of companies, their suppliers and their practices. Through integrations, scraping, and human research,
this information all feeds into the WikiRate platform.

Figure 6 WikiRate platform available at https://wikirate.org/

Wikirate is based on an archive of over 54,000 sources of information reaching over 25,000 visitors
with 4,100 data contributors covering more than 29,000 companies around the world.
Among the contributors, WikiRate includes a plurality of stakeholders, such as: civil society,
academics, NGOs and standards bodies.
Milena Marin, of Amnesty International says of the work performed with WikiRate on metrics
development:
“Together with WikiRate, we created a set of metrics that help us understand what
companies do to ensure they source minerals responsibly — and we are engaging students
from the UK, US and hopefully other parts of the world in populating these new metrics with
actual data. This is very powerful not only because we generate valuable data for research
and campaigning, but mostly because we engage people in a meaningful way, beyond sharing
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information or providing financial support. This new generation of tech-savvy activists will
disrupt fundamentally the traditional engagement models.”
– Milena Marin, Senior Innovations Campaigner, Amnesty International
Academics, NGOs and standards organizations are the ones organizing the metrics used on the
platform, or developing the questions, while also engaging in testing and using the platform by
contributing with new data and information. As stressed by Morris Mthombeni, students and
volunteers are also part of the process:
“Teaching Corporate Governance and Sustainability can often be an abstract topic, but
WikiRate enables us to bridge the gap between theory and practice and expose our
students to real data from real companies. In the first half of 2016, over 300 MBA
students championed the first WikiRate pilot researching and checking companies’ ESG
data via metrics based on the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines. Following
the success of this engagement we are already planning the next cohort of 300 students
in the winter term."
- Morris Mthombeni, Lecturer at The University of Pretoria’s Gordon Institute of
Business Science
Other stakeholders to the project include media, investors, and supply chain workers. To make data on
WikiRate accessible to these stakeholders, the project provides tools to simplify access to data sets. An
example is a widget developed together with Clean Clothes Campaign for supply chain workers. This
tool makes it possible for workers, having entered a part of their factory’s name or address, to access
the list of the brands that have publicly acknowledged the factory as their supplier. This means
workers will know who they are producing products for, and therefore to whom they can direct their
grievances when their direct employers are not taking appropriate action. Furthermore, it can help
them find out which supply chain policies should be governing their working conditions, therefore
informing them about their rights in the workplace. This kind of information can be used by workers
and trade unions to advocate for example, for better working conditions.
Since the launch of the WikiRate project, the platform has been improved thanks in part to the strong
commitment and the hard work performed by the project consortium. Before the ChainReact grant, the
WikiRate platform had no data available on the relationships between companies. Now nearly 35,000
relationships between companies have been mapped in the last years. Given that the WikiRate
platform was still in development when the ChainReact project started, data on the platform featured
around 350 companies covering 27 metric questions, for a total of 1,600 metric answers. Halfway
through the ChainReact project, the WikiRate platform had grown to: 9,000 companies, covering
1,000 metric questions with 220,000 metrics answers. Now, at the moment of writing and five months
before the end of the grant, the WikiRate platform features: 29,000 companies, covering more than
1,300 metric questions with over 300,000 metric answers.
As well as growing the resource, a lot of functional improvements have been made to the WikiRate
platform as a result of the ChainReact project. WikiRate has for instance has improved it’s API (that
allows external tools and platforms to use WikiRate data), integrated with the OpenCorporates
database, and has built in a functionality that allows people to undertake analysis across relationships
(e.g. to create an assessment of H&M based on the performance of its suppliers).
To date, the WikiRate platform has been totally non-profit and purely funded by European
Commission projects. For the future, the consortium intends to follow the same path so as to guarantee
its transparency and independency. Grants and donations from government institutions, foundations,
and even from corporations interested in pushing for better reporting and transparency, can support the
WikiRate project. In parallel, there is a potential revenue stream in offering services to companies and
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NGOs who use WikiRate, for example through workshops and events, supporting organizations that
want to continuously add up-to-date information to the WikiRate platform, or supporting those who
have bespoke data requests.
To ensure growth, the project can count on the solid and structured network of relationships created to
date that also make the projects a huge success for the European Union, as highlighted by the
following testimonial from Katharine Bryant, of the Walk Free Foundation:
“The Walk Free Foundation has been working with Wikirate since September 2016 to draft
baseline metrics to assess the statements released under the UK Modern Slavery Act. By
providing the platform for this analysis, Wikirate is providing an essential tool to track and
measure corporation action against modern slavery, freeing this data from static reports and
policy papers. This project brings together researchers and advocates from the US, Kenya,
Australia and the UK to hold these corporations to account. The Walk
Free Foundation looks forward to future collaboration with Wikirate.”
– Katharine Bryant, Research & Policy Manager, Walk Free
Foundation
To find out more on the WikiRate platform and its future, visit the
ChainReact website12.

2.3
A collective platform to protect the sky, our environment and the well-being of
humans and other species in the Earth
Over 80 percent of people on Earth live under light polluted skies that have negative
consequences on their health and on the environment; and since 2016, the European project
STARS4ALL is committed to spread information on light pollution by engaging citizens,
volunteers, students, scientists and all those interested in learning more about this type of
pollution.
Thanks to the great passion and interest raised by the topic, STARS4ALL has put together a huge
community of experts and citizens to let the interest in light pollution grow by generating awareness
and feeding discussions at an international level.
STARS4ALL, in fact, brings together the community of Light Pollution Initiatives (LPIs) around the
world, and is a point of connection and collection of information, initiatives and actions. As reported
by the STARS4ALL team to date 31 light pollution initiatives have been launched inside the
STARS4ALL platform.
STARS4ALL is also committed to engage newcomers and create awareness on light pollution. For
instance, the team is heavily involved in the broadcasting of astronomical events that collect
hundreds of thousands of viewers. Thanks to a dedicated YouTube13 channel more than six events
have been broadcast showing incredible shows such as the Northern Lights from Iceland and
12

https://chainreact.org

13

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIYulJmvihMGfRB2SsUkDpQ
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Greenland and a Total Solar Eclipse from USA. A Luna Solar Eclipse from Namibia has been
broadcasted in August 2018 reaching 1,836,209 views on YouTube.

Figure 7 Picture made by STARS4ALL available at http://stars4all.eu/blog/

The project is also working on achieving a policy impact. The aim is to sensitize policy makers on
light pollution through a petition collecting signatures from at least one quarter of the EU member
states, asking for more overarching regulation at a European level. The petition is online at the
following link14.
To promote and foster citizen engagement, the project has developed several tools such as the Night
Knights web-based game15. The game, played in pairs of randomly chosen players, is a challenge to
recognize images taken from the sky according to defined categories. The game aims to initiate people
on the topic of light pollution and to consolidate a community of people that share same interests and
values. The game, as of July 2018, has reached 1.287 gamers. The project has also created an open
source engine making it possible for users to create their own games around their activities and ideas
related to the sky, and will soon release a second game (Stars Beat16)
STARS4ALL has also developed a tool to monitor light pollution in real time; the tool is called
Telescope Encoder and Sky Sensor (TESS17). TESS has been designed by astronomers to be installed
on the outside and monitor sky brightness variations every minute and therefore the evolution of light
pollution through time.
Based on TESS the project is deploying a network of photometer devices around the world, and the
information provided is accessible through a live dashboard. Thanks to the deployment of this growing
network that currently has 75 devices deployed in 5 continents, STARS4ALL will have a huge impact
in the scientific community. Data is stored and archived in two repositories: a data portal and Zenodo.
Datasets can generate a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) of each dataset to enable it to be cited in
scientific papers or any other kind of publication.
Since the start of the project, the consortium has started implementing an ambitious and detailed
sustainability plan.
14https://www.google.com/url?q=https://petiport.secure.europarl.europa.eu/petitions/en/petition/content/0362%25252F2018/h

tml/Petition-No-0362%25252F2018-by-Sibylle-Schroer-%252528German%252529-on-the-possible-adoption-of-Europeanlegislation-against-light-pollution&sa=D&ust=1538049980926000&usg=AFQjCNElmQz7SG5cx0RqLKEoaIQsISNpYA
15

https://www.nightknights.eu/#/home

16

https://starsbeat.stars4all.eu/en/home

17

http://tess.stars4all.eu/
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The efforts put in the planning have lead the project to be able to create, before the end of the funding
period, the STARS4ALL Foundation.
The Foundation has been recently accepted by the Spanish government, is officially registered under
the Spanish Ministry of Justice and will work at the end of the current funding period to implement
different activities that will guarantee the economic sustainability of the platform. Among others, the
foundation has already a marketplace and is engaged in the production of a new batch of photometers
that have been requested by individual researchers and institutions. The opportunity to sell
photometers will support all other activities and actions.
For all other initiative and future plans follow the STARS4ALL platform18 and be part of the
community.

2.4
Citizen engagement
source sensors as change enablers

and

open

The Making Sense project started in 2015 with the aim of
developing new forms of collaboration, social learning and citizenship through the use of open-source
technologies. In other words, the project has investigated how open source software, open source
hardware, digital maker practices and open design are used by local communities to fabricate their
own sensing tools, make sense of their environments and address pressing environmental problems in
air, water, soil and sound pollution.
To do that, the project has implemented several campaigns in three countries, Kosovo, Netherlands
and Spain. Thanks to a successful engagement strategy, the project has been able to involve more than
7000 people. 1400 people participated to project’s workshops, while over 6400 people participated to
other community-oriented events. In parallel, over 5500 people have been reached by communication
activities and the website had almost a million pageviews, at the beginning of 2018.
Through the engagement, Making Sense has developed various open source sensors kits.
These include the Waag Society’s BORA sensor and the Smart Citizen Kit developed by the
Institute of Advanced Architecture in Catalonia.
The BORA Kit is focused on air quality sensing and the detection of nitrogen dioxide (NO2). As
highlighted by the World Health Organization, NO2 is a very dangerous air pollutant that contributes
to more than seven million deaths worldwide each year. As well as NO2 the Kit also checks the levels
of particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10) and to provide a better understanding of the data, the BORA
Kit also has a dust, temperature and humidity sensor. Communication is based on a WiFi module and
the main functionality of the Kit is based on the Arduino UNO hardware platform.
The Smart Citizens Kit, on the other hand, is an open source hardware that combines sensors and a
data-processing board. The sensors measure air composition, temperature, humidity, light intensity
and sound levels. When ready and activated, the Kit can send data using a Wi-Fi connection to the
Smart Citizens platform were the data is visualised. The Kit is compatible with Arduino and all the
design files are Open Source and available on GitHub19.

18

http://stars4all.eu

19

https://github.com
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Figure 8 MakingSense platform available at https://smartcitizen.me/kits/

The sensors allowed to collect relevant data in the communities of reference that is accessible to all in
four databases. In Prishtina, Kosovo, the local community measured air quality (current data can be
found here: http://ajriprishtines.info). In Amsterdam, sensors measured gamma radiation (data is
accessible here: www.gammasense.org) and air quality (data is stored in the github repository at:
https://github.com/waagsociety/making-sensor). On the other hand, the Barcelona campaign measured
sound levels (data is available at: http://plazadelsol.cat).
The project team has also developed a Making Sense toolkit20, a series of guidelines containing
dedicated materials and methods for the orchestrations of participatory sensing campaigns that can be
used to implement citizen sensing projects. Thanks to the solid network of passionate people involved,
the Making Sense toolkit has been a great success. Indeed, since its publication, in January 2018, the
toolkit has been downloaded approximately 3000 times from the website. In addition to the online
version, the toolkit has also been printed about 2000 times and distributed by the consortium.
The toolkit is the result of the consistent and strong engagement of the project within the campaigns
performed in the three countries. Crucial for the success of the project have been the networks of
people and organisations strongly engaged in the campaigns, among which, the FabLabs, makerspaces
and hackerspaces.
Andreas Manz, sound expert, participated in the project because of his interest in the FabLab culture
but also to help the community with his own expertise.
“One thing that motivated me to participate is that there is still a big lack of awareness
regarding noise pollution. Initially I thought - and now I know - that Making Sense was the
way to create awareness. I describe the experience as wonderful in terms of the people who
collaborate, both the leaders and the Community Champions, and very useful in terms of
the results obtained. One key thing I learned is how citizen collaboration can change our
quality of life”
Andreas Manz, sound expert
Also students and experts joint the initiative. For example, Diana Kusari, student in law, was inclined
to join the project by her sense of community, and because of the belief that community growth means
also personal improvement.

20

http://making-sense.eu/publication_categories/toolkit/
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Making Sense activities have achieved big impacts. For example, the Plaça del Sol campaign was
based in a town square in Barcelona that had historically suffered from the noise of people hanging out
in the square even late in the night. Working with the Making Sense team, the neighborhood
association of the Plaça del Sol has researched and measured how high was the noise compared to the
norm, and set up a collaboration with the city government to design dedicated interventions for the
square.
The Making Sense team also worked on the level of pollution in the two most polluted streets in
Amsterdam together with a group of local resident worried about the levels of pollution. Thanks to the
project activities, it has been possible to launch a number of debates with local politicians that has
helped the National Institute for the Environment to set up a national citizen sensing network.
Despite the project ending in 2017, in all the cities where communities were launched, activities are
still running. For example, in Pristina, at the end of the project the community launched an initiative to
keep measuring and monitoring air quality. Also in Barcelona the Placa del Sol community is still
working together with the local government to design actions for the square. And in Amsterdam the
UrbanAirQ project is being scaled-up to a province level.
The impact achieved during the project lifetime and the upscaling of the initiatives and communities
confirm the strong interest in MakingSense activities and in the innovation proposed by the project. To
find put more about MakingSense visit the project website21.

2.5

Sharing stories and creating new solutions for health and care

The OpenCare project started in 2016 with the aim of bringing people
together to share personal experiences and create joint solutions in relation
to health and care. The project started by fostering common awareness about
care, using open source technologies to make discussions possible, that led to
the design of care services by communities, for communities. To empower
patients and citizens, the project has worked hard on two major actions. On
the one hand the project has developed several projects and initiatives based
on stakeholder engagement and co-design activities, and on the other hand it has developed a
community platform to enhance and promote the discussion on health issues and care solutions.
Thanks to the strong collaboration of users and communities and through workshops and
hackathons, the OpenCare consortium and the partners have collaboratively developed a lot of
projects and solutions for care. InPe, for example, is an open hardware, designed as a wearable
device, to call and sends sms’ with coordinates to caregivers to inform them of the accidental fall
of a patient. Open Rampette, developed by the project with the Milan Municipality and WeMake,
has worked to improve accessibility to public spaces and shops for people that require the use of a
wheelchair. Thanks to Open Rampette a prototype for an accessible bell has been developed so
that people can ring the shop owner and ask for assistance; an app will also notify the person with
reduced mobility that there are accessible shops nearby (these are also identified by a sticker as an
affiliate to the Open Rampette initiative).
OpenCare has also developed a guideline for stakeholder engagement called Maker Playbook that
21

http://making-sense.eu
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provides clear guidance for running co-design activities in the care sector. Finally, through the
OpenCare Maker in Residence (MIR) initiative, the project has provided support, assistance,
funding and acceleration to Makers interested in developing and validating open care solutions.
The outputs of OpenCare Maker In Residence allowed to differentiate the prototype solutions
according to different needs. For example, Rehub is a tool for monitoring the movements of
patients undergoing rehabilitation, Allergoki is a platform and a kit for restaurateurs to enhance
support to customers suffering from food allergies inside the restaurant; Breathing Games develops
educational games on health issues and, finally, Voice instruments is an open source tool for blind
people.
The central point of the project is the OpenCare platform, a space for the community to share ideas
through posts and comments. Posts can take multiple forms: simple discussions, wikis, events, or
tasks assigned to specific users. Due to the ambitious scope of the project, in July 2018, the number
of people sharing personal stories on the OpenCare platform was 336. These users have
contributed to 657 discussion threads and 3910 posts, without counting the threads stored in the
forum dedicated only to the research group. In addition to the platform, the project has developed
a tool for extracting valuable knowledge from these discussions. This is GraphRyder, a solution for
collective intelligence based on social network analysis mechanisms.

Figure 9 OpenCare platform available at https://edgeryders.eu/c/OpenCare

The people actively engaged in the platform are the OpenCare community, a large group of people
that includes hackers, activists but also people who want to simply provide some help as well as
health and social care professionals keen to share their skills and experiences. Despite the
stakeholders’ differences, the important thing for the community is to help people by providing
useful information and help. In some cases, this means to test prototypes or helping in
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disseminating ideas. In other cases, it means to provide innovative solutions to build up care
services to improve current systems.
Among the posts it is frequent to find grateful replies, as the one reported below:
“For me, seeing you guys at work it's been highly rewarding: fairly technical projects

requiring hard skills are crossing over to ask fuller questions re: sustainability whose
answers can only become a common resource for those of us struggling with the same”
To guarantee the proper sustainability to the project, one of the core partners of the project,
Edgeryders, is improving the concept of Economic Science Fiction seminars: a way to build new
partnerships and to increase the visibility and prestige of the project’s outputs through publicfacing activities such as online reading groups and crowdfunding activities. Even if activities are
not per-se commercial, Edgeryders is totally committed to pushing the brand and attracting
attention from external stakeholders.
Moreover, Edgeryders,a social enterprise, is working hard to involve the OpenCare community
and the platform in its own projects. For example, Edgeryders has
recently been involved in the biohacking community in a recent contract
with OpenCare, about a prototype to decarbonize urban economies in
Europe.
Since its launch OpenCare has had a real impact on the way in which
care and health are perceived from users. For more information visit the OpenCare website.

2.6

DIY networking to generate local awareness and social cohesion

Starting in 2016, the MAZI project has worked to deploy Community Networks (CNs) - local
networks operating outside the public Internet and providing different tools and services
according to the users’ needs. These community networks are not aimed at replacing the Internet,
but to complement it in order to support interactions that are meant to be local, and are based on a
customized toolkit to foster collective awareness at a local level and reinforce the communities.
The DIY toolkit consists in a complete networking system (working online and offline) improving
Internet connectivity in a specific region and supporting local interactions and services. The various
networks (called MAZI Zones) are created, deployed and maintained by local communities and
address specific, local, shared, interests and needs. As a consequence, the MAZI Zones are all
different one from the other, and may include: collaborative editing, file sharing, video streaming,
environmental measurement monitoring and other services. Users can build their own MAZI Zone
with configurable software applications and through the use of some low-cost DIY hardware.
All information needed is provided by the project at the MAZI Toolkit page.
Different implementations have been deployed thanks to the engagement of communities in four
European countries: Germany, United Kingdom, Greece and Switzerland. As said, each community
expresses different needs, and accordingly the MAZI team has replied by building bespoke solutions.
For example, one of the communities engaged in the project is the Zentrum für Kunst und Urbanistik
(ZK/U), in Germany. ZK/U promotes international exchange on global issues in the light of what is
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happening around the community. To support ZK/U in sharing information about the area, the MAZI
tool is used as a common archive of past and future residencies spreading knowledge on urban
research.
Another example is the Wonky Prong, a community garden based in Crossfields Estate, Deptford, UK;
this installation responds to the need for a sort of localized memory of the community. Only accessing
the garden can people access the stories of the garden itself and of the people working in it; for
example through images taken of the wildlife visiting a window ledge bird feeder in the garden. From
a technical point of view, this deployment forced the team to think about power and internet backhaul
in a community setting as well as hardware waterproofing and securing equipment to avoid it being
stolen.
In Greece, instead, to allow residents of a small village to access Internet where there were no
commercial providers, a permanent MAZI zone has been co-designed and developed over six
weeks with people from the local community, including elders, through a series of workshops.
MAZI zones can also be found in Zurich, for example, thanks to Openki.net, http://openki.net.
Openki is a non-profit association aimed at developing a platform for self-organized learning. This
community uses the MAZI toolkit in public events, to collect information about participants and
organisers, and will soon use MAZI tools for its courses.

Figure 10 MAZI community at work. Picture available at
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mazizone/28454113255/in/photostream/

Considering the extreme flexibility of the MAZI toolkit, deployments are very dynamic and can be
installed quickly everywhere. This means that it is difficult to get precise data on how many users and
MAZI zones are active. Estimations suggest that more than 40 communities are engaged in the use of
the toolkit and almost 80 zones (both permanent and temporary) have been deployed. This means that
around 1000 users are currently using MAZI in different sites around Europe. To find out more about
the different communities using MAZI documentation is accessible here.
To allow an open access to all contents and materials, MAZI is completely open source so that anyone
can contribute by writing code or reporting issues and bugs. To contribute, Github is the platform in
use also for the direct involvement of contributors to the MAZI codes.
Due to the strong engagement of communities, activities will keep going even after the end of the
project, guaranteeing the exploitation of project’s outputs. For instance, in Germany at least four
communities will be involved in the near future, while in Zurich it has been estimated that all the
communities engaged will carry on the activities performed so far. On top of this, numbers are also
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expected to grow due to the increasing interest that the MAZI communities are attracting. Indeed, the
MAZI team has highlighted that there are currently numerous groups asking for support and guidance
for applying for grants that are including the MAZI toolkit in their description of work.
Such evidence shows that communities around Europe are really active and interested in exploiting
MAZI results. In addition, there is also a growing interest on the project’s outcomes from new actors
attracted by how easy it is to create and maintain MAZI zones, this is likely to further grow in the
future.
To be kept up to date with project initiative and create your local network, visit the website.
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2.7

Reduce food waste for a more inclusive society
The SavingFood project addresses one of the most critical issues of our
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SavingFood developed a platform engaging different stakeholders to
support the redistribution of food surplus and leftover crops to vulnerable groups and to those
organisations that help them. The platform creates bridges between food donors and recipients by
considering different types of scenarios and by engaging citizens in volunteer actions such as
physically gathering or distributing the food saved.
Food can come from food businesses of different sizes (from supermarkets to a small bread shops) or
from farmers who have fruit and vegetables that exceed the necessary demand and/or cannot be sold
because not in line with the standards set (e.g. they are too small or too big for the big distribution).
Approximately, 1800 people have used the platform developed by the project: organizations that have
a food surplus set a notification through the platform and those organizations that have a need for this
type of food accept the request, and volunteers get involved in the collection and distribution. The
platform also supports organisations in creating events such as farmer markets or gleaning days:
special days in which interested people can go and gather the leftovers directly from the farmers’
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Figure 4. Boroume volunteers in action (Thessaloniki & Athens)
Figure 11 Boroume volunteers in action (Greece)
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As it is also the case for the farmers’ market scenario, the added value of the platform
activities lies in easily informing volunteers about new events, providing all necessary
an event, as well as arranging logistics (e.g. car-sharing).
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helping them attract more volunteers and donors and spread the culture of food waste reduction all
around Europe. The platform attracted the attention of many other organisations in the field and, at the
time of writing, other 14 organisations are ready to use it and replicate the experience of the project in
other contexts. These organisations cover a good portion of Europe as they come from: Belgium,
Lithuania, Hungary, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia, Estonia, Portugal and Greece. For updates
follow the SavingFood team on Twitter: @saving_food, while the guide to replicate the project
experience can be found here.
The growing number of communities interested and involved in the platform will ensure that
SavingFood is sustained in the years to come; interested organisations have access to all the software
platform including the management of all related IT. The software platform is available to be
downloaded for free under the MIT License, a permissive free software license that puts only very
limited restrictions on reuse and has, therefore, an excellent license compatibility. Alternatively,
organisations can use the SavingFood Platform through a software as a service model based on open
source code (Open SaaS). It will be hosted, supported and maintained by VILABS, one of the
technical partners of the project, and offered with a fee.
SavingFood went beyond mere food redistribution but also improved awareness and engagement
across multiple stakeholders on the topic of food and helped spread the message of a more sustainable
approach to food management. Local communities have been crucial for its success and so were
innovative initiatives such as the Disco Soup events, a fun way to bring people of the local community
together while using up surplus food that would otherwise have be wasted. Overall, more than 820.000
citizens were reached through the awareness raising events and the dissemination activities of the
project.

Figure 12 During a Disco Soup
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Here what two volunteers using the platform and participating to food saving activities said about
the project:
“I was already concerned, but watching at the markets how much food would have wasted, I now
try to save food even better” (Greece, female, above 60 years old, feeling much more concerned
after participation)
“I saw the alternative ways that can be used to save food, instead of just throwing it in the
dumpster” (Greece, female, 21-30 years old, feeling much more concerned after participation)

2.8
good

Supporting citizens in using Open Data for social

The Open4Citizens project works with Open Data and empower citizens
to use them for developing services able to improve the everyday life of their cities. Indeed, there is
abundance of open data, often coming from public administrations, but they are not exploited by
citizens, that often lack the necessary competence for using the data or even accessing it at all.
Open4Citizens works on this gap and support citizens in actively engaging in a structured co-design
process based on open data.
The project developed and successfully tested a methodology for organising hackathons with citizens.
More than 500 people participated in the hackathons. Unlike the most common hackathons, which are
co-design short events in which, usually, software developers, graphic designers and other experts in
the ICT sector work together to create a new technological solution, in the Open4Citizens hackathons,
ICT experts meet citizens, public administration representatives and interest groups to address city
challenges, collaboratively designing shared solutions and promoting innovation in the public sector.
The methodology was tested and applied in 10 hackathons in 6 European Cities: Milan (Italy),
Barcelona (Spain), Rotterdam (The Netherlands), Karlstad (Sweden), Copenhagen and Aalborg
(Denmark); hackathons were also performed in Morocco and in Switzerland and in all cases proved to
be an effective way to open up Open Data to non-technical people.
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Figure 11 Picture from one of the Open4citizens hackathons

Overall, more than 72 concepts have been developed during the hackathons, more than 10 were further
developed and 5 resulted in new start-ups. Some of them can be found on the project platform were a
sample of the dataset used and of the apps designed are available for consultation, further development
and re-use (https://opendatalab.eu/#market-place,). The concept and prototypes developed are very
diversified and tackle different issues: for example CantieriMIei, support Milan citizens in the
process of claiming compensation payments allocated by the Municipality to the residents in those
areas most affected by construction sites, which have been particularly intense in the recent years due
to the urbanistic transformation of the city which hosted the last Expò. With ConCat –citizens in
Barcelona can be notified when any new public expenditure is proposed in an area of their interest.
Thanks to the app, they can evaluate the public project according to their local knowledge, rate the
fairness of price, quality of service, and other relevant parameters. Unio, on the other hand, helps
migrants in navigating the difficult path for family reunification through simplified wizard and
information tools. Finally, also a concept for a Social Coin for Decidim-Barcellona was designed.
Decidim-Barcelona, an open source citizen participation platform implemented by the City of
Barcelona, could be enriched with this digital social cryptocurrency designed by hackathon
participants. This Social coin could be used to crowdfund citizen proposals or to allow citizens to
invest part of their taxes in social projects of their choice.
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Figure 12 Picture from one of the Open4citizens hackathons

The Open4Citizens platform also hosts the Open4Citizens hackathon handbook (available here:
http://handbook.opendatalab.eu/), which is a must read for public administrations, innovators and
researchers interested in replicating the Open4citizens experience in their cities. See below a
testimonial that gives the feeling of what it is like for a citizen to participate in these co-design
processes:
“I didn’t really know what to expect from the hackathon, but I have some ideas for projects and want
to learn what resources are available. We participants aren’t really sure what will happen tomorrow,
but I’m keen to try an explorative process where the goal is unknown. It’s great to see so many
citizens here”.
The most important result of the project is probably the creation of a European Network of Open
DataLabs. Open Data Labs, as defined by the project, are innovation hubs that support the
collaboration between different actors such as citizens, IT-experts, makers, public authorities and
entrepreneurs, in making fruitful use of OpenData. It is a sort of FabLab22 in which OpenData, instead
of open hardware, constitutes the starting point for acquiring new knowledge, competences and use
new skills to deliver innovative public services.
To date Barcelona, Milan, Carlstadt, Copenhagen and Rotterdam have all established their
OpenDataLabs and are looking for more cities to join the network. Other 19 organisations have shown
their interest in becoming part of the network and are working together on a common proposal.
Interested organisations can learn more about this initiative and sign the letter of intent developed by
the project team here: http://open4citizens.eu/noodl/ This is the required first step to enter this
emerging community which makes Open Data a common good for the sustainable development of
European cities.

22

A fab lab is a physical space and online platform for innovation and prototyping which provides open source hardware
and software for citizens, educators, technologists, researchers and makers. The knowledge covers 30 countries worldwide.
See also: http://www.fabfoundation.org/index.php/what-is-a-fab-lab/index.html
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2.9

Participatory Budgeting for all

The Empatia project designed and tested a flexible digital platform to support Participatory Budgeting
processes: this practice is receiving a growing attention by those municipalities and central
governments willing to engage their citizens in the decision-making process related to public
spending. In a period in which governments are struggling to gain and maintain citizens trust, this can
be a powerful tool if used in a genuine participatory and transparent way.
In order to assure this, the Empatia platform enables both the decision-making process, by which
citizens propose projects to be financed with public budget and vote for those they prefer, but also the
opportunity to monitor the implementation of the most-voted projects. This second part is crucial for
the success of the participatory process, because citizens need to know if and how the projects they
voted for are being implemented, if they are delayed and, if so, why, who is taking care of their
implementation, etc. Despite its importance, such a monitoring tool was not available in other
platforms before the advent of Empatia, thus risking to ruin the whole participatory process and to
reduce the chances for future citizen engagements. Moreover, most of the commercial solutions
available are either too expensive for small municipalities, not sufficiently flexible to allow the
necessary adaptations to local needs or do not give the possibility to involve citizens and stakeholders
in their co-design. All these aspects have been covered by Empatia that,
starting from the 4 testing sites originally foreseen by the project (Lisbon,
Milan, Ricany and Wuppertal), has now more than 30 implementations has
now more than 30 implementations around the world., including small and medium cities in Portugal,
Spain and Italy, as well as metropolis as Milan and Lisbon and finally also experiments in nation-wide
PB in POrtugal.
One of the key aspects of the success of the Empatia project is the hybrid approach it follows, that
mixes on-line and off-line participatory practices. In order to assure the inclusion of citizens with
limited access to technology, the consortium developed 5 voting devices to support in-person voting
sessions. The voting devices, called kiosks, come in different shapes, and the open, low-cost hardware
allows the immediate integration of the votes on the online platform also in locations where internet
connection is not available.

Figure 13 Empatia Kiosks and other low-cost open hardware technologies

Overall the project engaged more than 55000 uses in participatory budgeting processes, gathering
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more than 3000 ideas from citizens, and attracted the attention of academics and practitioners well
beyond the project expectations. In this regard, the Empatia team has been invited (with no cost for the
project) to more than 120 public events to demonstrating the hybrid approach followed and to promote
technology exchanges. Julia Kohake, from the Department for participation of Wuppental, expressed
her experience with the project as follows:_“Empatia has enabled us to Co-creatively develop a new,
innovative, model for Participative Budget”.
Through Empatia a training tool was also developed, called Empaville, a game that - following a
learning-by-doing approach – helps participants to understand the phases of participatory budgeting,
the Empatia platform, the hardware for voting and how to analyse the results of the voting process.
Participants experience the conflicts and failures that could happen in a real participatory process so
that they can better co-design the solutions for their communities. This serious game can also be used
in high schools for promoting civic learning and hands-on experience of the democratic processes.
(For
more
information
on
Empaville
see:
https://empatia-project.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2018/01/Empaville_Report-DEF.pdf: to learn how to implement Empaville using
Raspberry
PI
visit:
https://empatia-project.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2018/01/tools_empavillerpi__EMPATIA_Wiki_.pdf)

Figure 14 The map of the imaginative city of Empaville

There are, of course, several other platforms that enable participatory budgeting, both commercial and
not, but the difference is that Empatia offers the possibility to integrate multiple participatory
processes in a single system; this is an important added value that can make a difference both for
policy makers and citizens. At the same time, EMPATIA proved capable to interact and integrate with
other digital tools (as for example with DKan, used to release open dataset generated thoughout PB
processes) and in general to adapt to a variety of technological environments composed at local level
by public and private actors and their technologies.
The constant exchange of information with private and public organisations working in the field is
producing important knowledge exchanges in many European countries and has led to the rapid
evolution of several participatory platforms that are now integrating some of the lessons learned by the
Empatia project. Moreover, the technical partner of the project is providing support to several
municipalities by offering training and personalisation of the platform.
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2.10

Promoting sustainable mobility through crowdsourcing sensing

Road infrastructure is a key asset for every country, its quality directly impacts the everyday life of
citizens and can support or hamper economic development, mobility, and growth. The monitoring of
road quality, as well as the planning and executing of road maintenance, can be complex and costly
activities for public administrations.
Crowd4roads provides citizens with an easy to use tool for monitoring road roughness, it aggregates
the collected data, allows them to be visualized on a map and then released as open data.
The project builds on SmartRoadSense, an app developed by the University of Urbino in 2015. The
app is very easy to use for drivers: to start gathering data and contribute to the effective mapping of
road quality, citizens just need to download the app on their smartphones, securely attach it to their
cars and start driving. The application uses the smartphone’s accelerometers and GPS to detect road
irregularities and automatically evaluate them. An anonymous user expressed his opinion on the app
as follows: “This is very useful and describes the real meaning of the word "smart"! Good job guys!”
The synergy established by the Crowd4roads project with BlaBlaCar, the largest trip-sharing
community worldwide, with more than 10 million users, helped to rapidly increase the number of
users and the kilometres mapped. Before the launch of the Crowd4roads project (Jan 2016),
SmartRoadSense had approximately 180 users. At the time of writing (Sept 2018), SmartRoadSense
has gained an additional 2182 new unique users (on average, every tenth unique user has installed the
app on multiple devices).
Considering the roads mapped so far, the project has mapped more than 60,000 Kilometres thanks to
more than 7 billion acceleration reads. Considering only the Marche Region (which is also a partner of
the project), Crowd4roads has covered 4,926 kilometres, which account for 84.3% of the total road
surface of the whole Region!

Figure 15 Road quality in North and central Italy as mapped by Crowd4Roads

The Crowd4roads project is not only successfully providing valuable data on road quality, but is also
raising awareness on environmental sustainability issues related to mobility, such as car occupancy
rates, and promoting a sharing economy and active citizenship. In order to push forwards in this
direction, the project is developing and testing a gamification and reward system that, thanks to the
support of public authorities and additional third parties, will further incentivise the adoption of
sustainable mobility habits.
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For the future of the initiative, there is the intention of creating a spin-off dedicated to keeping the
SmartRoadSense service running and ensuring maintenance of back-end and mobile applications.
Funding would be mainly secured through cooperation agreements with public administrations and
road maintenance companies. The partnerships established with several public and private actors
during the projects are key to make this vision a reality, as the testimonial below describes:
"ACI (Automobile Club Italia) has recently taken up a promising and synergic cooperation with
CROWD4ROADS, with the aim of developing experimental field tests based on their technologies.
We are confident in the potential for our collaboration, in terms of cost reduction, environmental
impact, and better roads for drivers." Ing. Riccardo Colicchia, ACI Informatica.

2.11

The pioneers: for a more democratic and inclusive society.

This paragraph is dedicated to the best practices that emerged from the projects that answered the first
Call of the CAPS programme, and that took place between 2013 and 2016. It has been difficult to find
extensive, up to date information on these projects, but they nevertheless deserve to be included in this
report as they paved the way for the more recent projects, and their legacy is still visible in the
communities engaged in their activities. Many other initiatives have been built on top of these CAPS
projects, and the experience gained has both helped the growth of the communities involved and the
improvement of their tools. The three projects that will be presented here are: CAP4Access, D-Cent
and Catalyst.
CAP4Access exploited the power of online participatory mapping to foster awareness on the barriers
faced by individuals with limited mobility and support the removal of such barriers. CAP4Access did
so by improving Wheelmap, a crowdsourcing platform through which citizens can score – in an easy
and intuitive way – the accessibility of urban spaces such as public buildings, shops, theatres and
others. By using the online map and the related mobile apps, people can search, find and mark
wheelchair-accessible places both in Europe and worldwide. Thanks to the coloured tags, users can
see which places on the map are accessible (a green tag), with limited access (a yellow tag),
inaccessible for disabled persons (a red tag), or unknown (a grey tag).
Thanks to Cap4Access, Wheelmap reached 10.000 new users during the project period and this
supported the growth of this initiative which, at the time of writing, is still active and very vital, with
more than 900.000 places mapped and more than 300 new places added on a daily basis.
A free Wheelmap app is also available for mobile devices so that the map can be easily used with
smartphones. Wheelmap is an initiative of the non-profit organization SOZIALHELDEN, that was
among the initiators of the CAPS4ACCESS project. The choice of using Wheelmap, as well as
WheelchairRouting an App for planning the routes for people with reduced mobility and Open Street
Map (the Open Source de fact standard for online mapping) as a starting point for the project, instead
of creating a totally new platform, helped achieve the project goals but also its sustainability after the
end of the funding period; it also enabled the growth of the community worldwide.
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Figure 16 Wheelmap.org, image from website

You can follow the initiative on Twitter: @wheelmap and download the free app from here:
https://news.wheelmap.org/en/apps/
Moving to the second project, it is evident that online communities are playing an important role in
supporting grassroot initiatives in the area of social innovation; however, online debates and decisionmaking processes are not easy to manage and can reduce a community’s capacity to grow, innovate
and act. The CATALYST project developed and successfully tested (with more than 11.000 users) a
toolkit of Collective Intelligence23 technologies that have lived beyond the project life and are still
positively impacting different social innovation contexts such as informal and formal education as
well as urban engagement and civic society development.
The main tools developed by the project were: Assembl, which supports very large teams (hundreds
or even thousands of people) in working together in a creative and efficient way; LiteMap offering
easy mark-up and annotation tools enabling users to make sense of complex problems; Collective
Intelligence Dashboard which provides advanced analytics on social and conversational dynamics;
DebateHub, a web tool that provides an open, online, collaborative environment to support collective
ideation, deliberation and democratic decision making and, finally, Edgesense that adds social
network analytics to forum and online exchanges and that represented the starting point for the
development of the Open4Care project.

23

Collective intelligence (CI) can be defined as a shared or group intelligence that emerges from collaboration, collective
efforts, and competition of many individuals and appears in consensus decision making.
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Figure 17 Picture from the Catalyst final event

The tools developed during the project life time where designed to answer communities’ specific
needs and practices, but also to be taken up after the end of the project’s funding period. DebateHub
(available at debatehub.net), for example, counted 145 users at the end of the project and now counts
270 users, from 6 countries, supports 40 community groups and hosts 100 debates. DebateHub allows
setting up staged online challenges, offers advanced analytics and visualisations, and moderator
features (such as idea merging, splitting and moving) to help reduce idea duplication in online
discussions, which is one of the main weaknesses of existing online ideation and debate platforms.
With LiteMap (available at litemap.net) face-to-face and online debates can be mapped visually by
building knowledge maps, such as concepts, arguments and issue maps. These maps can be used to
address different collective sense-making needs (such as brainstorming, collaborative discussions and
building a common understating). Since its first launch in 2015 LiteMap has been steadily enhancing
its users’ community: at the end of the Catalyst project LiteMap counted 115 users, while now it
counts 1651 and is experiencing a constant increase of new users every month; it has been translated
in 3 languages and is used in 10 different countries, by 100 community groups, that have built over
600 Maps. LiteMap has so to date been used in different domains such as: social innovation, social
entrepreneurship, European research, science teaching, and secondary school education.
In the social entrepreneurship and social innovation sector LiteMap was also used by CSCP (the
Collaborating Centre on Sustainable Consumption and Production) an internationally recognised
institution for scientific research, outreach and transfer activities on sustainable consumption and
production, and by OuiShare a no-profit organisation which connects people and accelerates projects
for systemic change.
“It is very good to see how you can cluster issues around a topic. And when these aspects are laid
down and I can read them, I can then dig only on the arguments of the issues and ideas I am interested
in.” CSCP member
22 Universities are also using LiteMap in Brazil and the Aurea Libertas Institute Foundation
http://www.aurealibertas.org/ from Poland launched a project called “Collective Intelligence: method
of raising the level of innovation in Polish enterprises”, which enabled interested businesses to use
software applications by involving their employees in a debate on deployment of innovations.
Internally, for these purposes, they are using Debate Hub, Collective Intelligence Dashboard, Litemap,
and Assembl.
ASSEMBL can also be customised and offered with additional services by Bluenove, a Paris-based
enterprise providing open Innovation, collective intelligence and smart sourcing services. They are
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offering Assembl to several profit and non-for-profit entities counting now 10.000 users, that have
developed 25.000 ideas.
Finally, D-CENT empowered citizens with open-source, open-standard, decentralised, privacy aware,
secure tools for democratic participation. As with Catalyst, they built on existing communities that, at
the time of the launch of the project, were at the forefront of the social movements asking for better
and more open democracy. The project engaged movements such as Podemos, Barcelona en comù,
and Ahora Madrid which changed the political landscape of Spain; Citizen Foundation and Better
Reykjavik which developed the e-democracy website Better Reykjavik, (Iceland); and the Open
ministry initiative linked to the Finnish parliament which allowed the crowdsourcing of policy
initiatives by citizens. Thanks to this user-base, the project was able to engage thousands of people in
an iterative process for the development of the project tools.
The project also explored how communities might manage trust, reputation and common goods with
blockchain-based tools and pushed the research on community complementary currencies.

Figure 18 D-Cent toolkit

D-CENT’s main technological outputs are implemented as a modular federated platform, and include
a secure notification engine that informs citizens on City Hall decisions on topics of their interest, a
secure online voting system that was used by Podemos in Spain, and a tool for collaborative policy
drafting. All tools are available as open source solutions here: http://tools.dcentproject.eu/
The outputs of the project have been taken up not only by the communities initially engaged in the
project, but also by other communities around Europe. For example, D-Cent contributed to the
development of the Decidim platform, which is used on a regular base by the Barcelona City Council
for engaging their citizens in decision making and participatory budgeting processes. The Barcelona
City Council is also supporting its customisation and reuse in many other cities around Europe and
making it one of the most used solutions for European municipalities.
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3

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSON LEARNED

Since its launch in 2012 when the first Call for projects was opened, the CAPS programme has
promoted innovative, pioneering and outstanding initiatives aimed at creating new models to face
emerging sustainability challenges. The baseline of the CAPS projects has always been the role of
citizens in reshaping the way in which goods and services can be transferred to the community thanks
to collective actions24.
Bottom up approaches and grassroot initiatives have been crucial for the creation of a solid and
structured European community that, over the years, has worked hard to foster knowledge sharing and
participatory processes, to strengthen informed decision-making, and to improve sustainable
behavioural changes.
Thanks to the CAPS programme, and just considering the last funding that started in 2015, supported
by ChiC, it has been possible to invest in 188 organizations spread over 25 countries (not only within
the European Union) launching more than 70 pilots (see Passani and others, 2018). Considering also
the previous projects financed, numbers grow considerably.
Such relevant numbers have enabled the diffusion and implementation of new ideas, methods and
tools for collective well-being, creating new possibilities to overcome societal challenges directly
involving heterogeneric groups of people, allowing researchers and scholars to talk with makers and
technicians as well as engaging with civil society. Thanks to this continuous collaboration among all
the parties involved, the CAPS programme has developed concrete outputs25 not only aimed at the
needs of specific users but also ready to be used by those involved in project activities as well as the
community at large.
Thanks to the funding received from the European Commission, it has been possible to finance
projects within different fields. Among the good practices identified in the previous chapter, projects
have provided solutions to solve environmental issues, to foster critical consumerisms, to provide
services for health care and to, broadly speaking, improve citizens’ everyday life with a particular
attention to improving the democratic processes.
By investigating the processes implemented and the results achieved, it has been possible to
extrapolate some lessons learned from the CAPS activities to provide some insights for future projects.
According to the analysis, the main lessons learned are the following:
•

•

•

Stakeholder engagement. This activity is not straightforward and to be successful the projects
have to differentiate actions and goals in order to include all possible interested actors. A
careful work of stakeholder analysis is needed at the beginning of the activities to identify key
actors and then provide bespoke. Ad hoc, actions to engage them.
Co-design and co-development. This is the baseline of any development for CAPS projects.
CAPS communities start from the assumption that people must be included in the co-creation
process because this is the only way to have a final output that really meets stakeholders’ aims
and requirements as well as assuring adoption. Pilot activities, workshops, hackathons are all
useful and essentials methods to encourage people in participating in the output development.
Interdisciplinarity. Exchange and discussions from different disciplines and sectors are crucial
and necessary for the development and implementation of new methods and solutions for
communities. All actors have to be involved in this process. In particular, public
administrations and institutions have to be part of the process and interact constantly with

24

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/collective-awareness

25

https://capssi.eu/caps-outcomes/
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•

private actors and researchers in order to guarantee a solid connection aimed at making change
possible. The collaboration between social scientist, ICT experts and developers prove to be
effective and helped in developing solutions answering project needs: a new shared
vocabulary has been developed by the community that needs to be sustained and further
exploited.
Exploitation and sustainability. Successful CAPS projects show the importance of focussing
right from the beginning of the project to guarantee the exploitation of the results and good
practices. As emerged from the analysis performed by ChiC, many of the CAPS outputs have
received interest and concrete opportunities to scale up and replicate the outcomes, thus
allowing the initiatives and solutions developed to grow even in the near future. The key
assets here, once again, have proved to be citizens and their communities that, if properly
engaged since the beginning and if supported with the know-how needed, are able to carry out
the work after the end of the project funding.

With reference to the sustainability issues it could be pointed out that most of the EU research and
innovation projects have an innovation gap and struggle to survive at the end of the funding period
because there are no resources to support access to market and further exploitation options; CAPS
programme is different in this sense. Indeed, some of the CAPS good practices show that results and
outcomes can be exploited and sustained by the communities interested thanks to the strength of the
programme: the commitment of all stakeholders engaged to focus on making Europe a better and
fairer place to live.
Thanks to the continuous engagement of communities, activists and to the involvement of scientists,
engineers, makers, and, above all, thanks to their commitment and passion to work together to make
change happen through the use of technologies, CAPS can be considered a great example of how to
overcome the so-called European Valley of Death26.
To conclude, the identification of these good practices wants to be a final reflection on the promising
combination between inspiring ideas, and outstanding skills and the public support received from the
European institutions which allowed the CAPS community to grow and to consolidate itself as a point
of excellence within the 2020 research programme.
The hope is that the communities engaged so far will be further sustained through activities and
programmes as CAPS, but also that its key elements can positively influence the upcoming European
work-programme, in the ICT sector and beyond.
In a period where, unfortunately, the crisis of institutions is a frequent topic of discussion and the trust
in policy makers and political parties as well of public administrator, is weak, it is essential to count
on the interconnection of multiple forces to stabilize the system and make it stronger. In such a system
the community is the central element of connection and participation and engagement are the core
actions to make it work.
Only if policy, innovation and society, through political institutions, research and innovation
infrastructures and citizens, stand together working for better solutions will it be possible to solve the
issues we are currently facing. In this sense, the CAPS programme has been at the forefront of this
model of development and innovation and can be of inspiration for future initiatives at European and
country level.

26

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/policy/key-enabling-technologies/challenges_en
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